The aim of this paper is to clarify the composition and formation process of building-set in national university campus in Japan. The building-set is a complex of university buildings connected with architectural elements such as corridors or pilotis in university campus. Firstly, the composition and characteristic of building-set are analyzed through use of building, connecting elements and layout of common space. Secondly, the formation of building-set in terms of openness with common space and their formation process which corresponds to the social and educational backgrounds
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Firstly, the composition and characteristic of building-set are analyzed through use of building, connecting elements and layout of connected common space, openness of building-set with exterior space, and juxtaposition of buildings with common space. On the of openness of entrance with common space, and contrast between open buildings and closed buildings.
been constructed corresponding to the quantitative expantion of university education from 1980's. Moreover closed building-set such as has been formed from the building with common space which was constructed beforehand, on the other side, openness of building-set has been gradually formed as building with common space was constructed afterwards.
gives effective view point when the utilization of stock buildings or the examination to the openness of university campus by buildings with common space.
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